
Escape Wife 1791 

Chapter 1791: This Is a Tough Case 

“What happened?” 

Lucas frowned slightly. Yasmeen also looked at Edison worriedly. 

“Come on. Straight to the point. Are you a man or not?” 

Yasmeen was only gentle to Lucas and always treated others rudely. 

Edison’s mouth corners twitched a bit. Thinking about Michele’s status, he answered immediately, “Just 

now, the doctor pulled out the needle from Michele’s neck, but the acupoint has become black. The 

doctor suspected it was poisonous.” 

“Poisonous?” 

Yasmeen frowned. 

“This is a tough case,” she said. 

“I’ll call Uncle Morty now. He must know what’s going on.” 

Lucas hurriedly called Morty, telling him about Michele’s current status. 

Upon hearing that their daughter was poisoned, Morty and his wife drove to the hospital right away. 

Yasmeen secretly tugged Lucas’s sleeve, looking quite obedient. 

“What’s the matter?” Lucas asked. 

“I want to call my mother and ask her to come over to check on Michele. What do you think?” 

In fact, Yasmeen had been homesick. 

Lucas said he would take her home later, but Michele’s current status was way too complicated. 

Yasmeen didn’t know how long it would take them to stay here. Besides, in terms of Chinese medicine, 

her mother, Ashley, was an expert. 

chance to meet 

in her mind. Thinking about his conversation with Joseph, Lucas nodded and said, “Sure. Please 

miss my mother? Be 

waved her fist, looking immensely fierce. Lucas 

just looked fierce on 

if Aunt 

on annual 

out her phone and started talking with 

and whispered, “Uncle Morty, Yasmeen is calling Aunt Ashley over to 



slightly taken 

should be occupied until the next half of this year. However, Yasmeen could ask her mother to come 

over for his daughter, Morty felt highly 

thank her on behalf of 

are welcome, Uncle Morty. She’s my wife soon. She 

at Lucas’s complacent face, Morty wanted 

“Get out!” he said. 

“All right.” 

he didn’t have the love between a man and a woman 

to Ashley. Lucas approached her from the back. His hands wrapped around her slender waist. Yasmeen 

was 

but didn’t struggle. Instead, she leaned 

Lucas directly said, “Aunt Ashley, after you come over to check on Michele. I’ll take Yasmeen back to 

“Lucas?” 

surprised a 

fact, Ashley disliked Lucas a lot. Although he was a talent, as a mother, she didn’t want her daughter to 

for so many years, but Lucas didn’t accept her. Ashley felt 

humble in front of his future mother-in-law. He hurriedly said, “Yes, this is Lucas. Aunt Ashley, I haven’t 

seen you for a 

disease almost breaks out because of my stupid daughter. I’m glad 

are you talking about?” Yasmeen chimed in 

accept her. She didn’t want her mother to kick 

hearing her words, Ashley knew that her daughter 

Chapter 1792: Do You Think I’m so Silly as You? 

“Do you want to bear a daughter for me?” Lucas asked instead of answering her. 

Yasmeen blushed more. 

Looking at her adorable face, Lucas wondered about her health condition once she was pregnant. 

“Yasmeen,” he called her name. 

“Ehn?” 

Yasmeen was taken aback for a bit and looked up at him, only to find a trance of tenderness and 

concern in his eyes. She asked, “What’s wrong?” 



“You should have a checkup.” 

Yasmeen’s heart skipped a beat. 

She wondered if he had known something. 

“Why?” 

“For our marriage registration.” 

Lucas said naturally, “As you know, my residential record hasn’t been transferred yet. I also need to 

submit a report to apply for getting married. Your health check report is also required then.” 

“I see.” 

Yasmeen breathed a sigh of relief, feeling sweet and worried. 

She wondered if Lucas would find something once she went through the checkup. 

Suddenly, she said, “I have my private doctor. I can ask him to do it for me.” 

“Don’t you want me to accompany you?” 

Lucas’s tone was a bit sinking. 

“Of course I want you,” Yasmeen immediately denied it. 

She wanted him to accompany her. 

However, thinking that Lucas might find out her health condition if he went with her, Yasmeen was a bit 

uneasy. 

When she didn’t know how to explain, Lucas suddenly said with a smile, “Well, you can go have a 

checkup yourself. Michele’s condition is still unknown. I called my brother, and he will arrive tomorrow. 

I’ll take a look at her examination report. Be careful when you are going to your private hospital.” 

“Okay. I will.” 

Yasmeen nodded. 

angry?” 

Yasmeen was taken aback. 

might have focused on covering her health 

her rival in 

you’ve chosen me, you will be loyal to me. You can’t sit and watch the Hill family in trouble without 

doing 

“Thank you, Yasmeen.” 

reached out to rub her hair 

Yasmeen was speechless. 



got your kicks 

a kid. Yasmeen couldn’t find a proper word 

kind of hobby 

him. Anyway, her hair was smooth. It would return to the ordinary no 

him. Taking her hand, he 

“What?” 

was taken aback 

are you asking 

is always nice to me, and Michele is like my younger sister. I can’t go see her with empty hands. 

Lucas laughed. 

go ahead to buy them. Why do you ask me about my favorite 

“Silly girl.” 

politeness to buy some for Michele, but I should buy some for you. You 

up her lips into 

not picky. I’ll eat whatever 

amused by her 

are picky. Tell me. 

“What about strawberry?” 

season for eating strawberries. Thinking about the sweetness, Yasmeen 

across her bottom. 

“You!” 

act so frivolously. She blushed and cast a shy glance 

I won’t 

with desire. Yasmeen turned 

to come back,” Yasmeen paused and warned Lucas in a 

a 

“Ehn,” Lucas answered. 

his answer, Yasmeen trotted 

his smile. Then he pulled out 



This is 

doctor was taken aback, but he knew Lucas was Princess Yasmeen’s beloved man, so he 

Don't Try to Escape, My Wife! 

Chapter 1793: It Depends 

Lucas knew that Yasmeen’s status would rise above him in this family upon hearing his mother's words. 

However, as a man, Lucas felt quite good if his wife could be loved by his mother. 

“Mom, Aunt Ashley, and Uncle Steven haven’t known this matter yet. I guess you’d better tell Aunt 

Ashley about it.” 

Nicole truly wanted to beat him up. 

“You know your future parents-in-law very well. Do you want me to be the shield of their anger?” she 

asked. 

“Not really. I’ll be responsible for my own matters, Mom. It doesn’t matter if Uncle Steven will scold me. 

I just don’t want it to impact your friendship with Aunt Ashley.” 

Upon hearing it, Nicole heaved a sigh and said, “Silly boy, on the matter of their daughter, Ashley and 

Steven will feel so sorry for Yasmeen if you just bully her, let alone this kind of matter that she had 

donated an organ to you. You haven’t been a father yet, so you don’t understand how much parents 

could love their kids. Probably they will fall out with us. Since you’ve accepted Yasmeen, you must treat 

her well for the rest of your life, OK?” 

“I got it, Mom.” 

After hanging up the phone, Lucas thought about other things and walked out of the hospital. 

He went to a supermarket nearby to get some fruits. Thinking about Yasmeen’s preference, he checked 

on strawberries. 

They were pretty fresh, but it was a bit difficult for him to carry them back. 

Hence, Lucas didn’t buy any strawberries. He went back to the hospital with other fruits. 

Michele had woken up. Morty told her that she was poisoned and hypnotized to jump off the building. It 

was Yasmeen who saved her. She was silent. 

The atmosphere in the ward was highly stressed. 

When Lucas came in, almost everyone turned to look at him, including Michele. 

She looked at Lucas with a complicated feeling. 

She wondered if Lucas would suspect that she had done everything intentionally. 

Michele felt quite upset, tears welling up in her eyes. 

seen others' gazes, he walked directly to Michele and handed her the 

go. 



Michele shed tears instantly. 

hugged Lucas and 

to do, but 

understood that Michele 

now. Stop crying. Besides, my embrace only belongs to Yasmeen in the future. Now I can lend it to you 

for the time being. Don’t expect it will happen 

frustrated. She wanted to hug him tightly, but it might make her too childish. She 

Hugging is truly out of the question. Are you feeling 

Michele in the same way, as usual, 

don’t know how I was set up. Lucas, I’m sorry for making 

Michele was so upset like a child, Lucas patted her on the shoulder and said, 

“Ehn.” 

obedient Lucas was to Michele, feeling quite 

be the man occupying Michele’s 

out of the 

sleeve and winked at her. Then they 

and Michele were 

silence made Michele 

this time. I must thank her in person. However, she can’t stop me from chasing after you because 

up with tears on her face. Her glinting 

directly pulled a chair and sat down next to the bed. Looking at Michele, he said, “Please give up on me, 

Michele. Look back at other men next to you. There are a lot of 

like 

was a 

whispered, “Do you really like 

was young, I started liking 

believed that she must confess her love 

refuse. He asked directly, “Do you know I was sent to 

seriously injured. Dad said that fortunately, someone donated a kidney to you. Otherwise, you wouldn’t 

recover in your whole 



about the accident half a year ago, Michele still 

Don't Try to Escape, My Wife! 

Chapter 1794: I Won’t Accept You 

Michele had always thought that she loved Lucas a lot, and whatever Yasmeen could do for Lucas, so 

could she. 

However, those were only on the surface. 

Michele didn't do anything when the danger came, and the choice between life and death was in front. 

Instead, Yasmeen risked her own life to save her beloved man. 

Suddenly, Michele felt so embarrassed by saying that she liked Lucas to his face. 

Compared to Yasmeen, who could risk her own life to love Lucas, Michele didn’t think she had any 

chance to confess her love to Lucas at all. 

“Lucas, didn’t you come over to visit me as visiting a patient? Why do I feel you come here to embarrass 

me?” 

Michele became quite depressed. 

Looking at her, Lucas smiled and said, “You felt embarrassed because there’s space in your heart to hold 

your sadness. In fact, you like me not because of the love from a woman to a man. Your love to me 

probably is just love between a brother and a sister or between childhood plates. Probably you do fall in 

love with me, but you don’t love me as deeply as Yasmeen loves me. Michele, in my heart, you are 

always a younger sister. Without Yasmeen, I wouldn’t accept you either.” 

“Can’t you stop it, Lucas?” 

Michele was more depressed. 

As if he couldn’t see how upset Michele was, Lucas said in a low voice, “Edison is a good boy. He always 

remembers everything about you and helps you in secret. You should stop focusing on me. I have 

already found my true love. I know you are a proud girl. You won’t steal another woman’s husband, so 

you can let go of your feelings for me. Look at Edison. You’ll find love is always around you.” 

“Husband? You haven’t got married, have you?” Michele retorted. 

When she heard that Yasmeen risked her life to love Lucas, she had already given up. Although Michele 

had to admit to being defeated, she felt pretty uncomfortable when hearing Lucas say so. 

Lucas smiled and said, “I’m already writing the application. I’d love to invite you and Edison to attend 

our wedding. After this incident, you can’t go on training abroad. Why don’t you attend our wedding 

first?” 

“Lucas, you wicked man!” 

Michele had never disliked Lucas so much before. Probably in the past, she just treated him as the 

princess charming, but now she truly wanted to hit him. 



tell that Michele had let go of 

instead of the real feeling that Michele misunderstood. Probably it was a habit that they grew up 

together or her subconsciousness that 

knew that she had truly loved 

fruits? Why don’t you 

face made Lucas 

treat me like 

Now, I’ve put down everything. Since you are like my older brother, I must have the right of a younger 

sister. I won’t 

when 

I’ll wash an 

You also need to peel 

“Ehn.” 

make 

Michele. Then he sat down, 

at Lucas under the sunshine. Suddenly, she felt pretty 

he could be her elder brother all 

being, she still couldn’t stop loving 

Michele’s thoughts changed instantly. 

Lucas, she smiled and asked, “Lucas, do you think 

slightly 

changed a lot, reminding 

delighted to maintain the friendship with a childhood playmate and get rid of the 

said, “Are you blind? Edison has done so 

angry because of his 

you. How could I see what he has 

are not physically but 

when 

the apple in her 

Don't Try to Escape, My Wife! 



Chapter 1795: I Have a Family 

“All right. Just leave those matters behind first. You should figure out who has done those things to you. 

If you can’t find the rat around you, it will cause a bigger problem.” 

Lucas’s words quickly brought back Michele to her senses. 

She frowned and said in a low voice, “Only a few people are around me. Besides you and Edison, the 

rest are my coworkers on the same team. Could the rat be one of my teammates?” 

Michele didn’t want to suspect her teammates the most. After all, they were a team and had been 

working together for several years, experiencing up and down, life and death. If the rat was one of 

them, she would feel quite frustrated. 

Lucas’s eyes darkened. 

He thought about what he had found on Michele’s computer. The other party seemed to be quite 

skillful. Besides, Lucas knew almost all the gifted computing talents. He filtered them carefully in his 

mind, and his eyes darkened more. 

“Remember I told you someone had done something to my gun when I was on the mission that day? 

Besides you and me, only our teammates could enter my warehouse. Hence, the rat is probably from 

our internal team.” 

Upon hearing Lucas’s words, Michele looked completely annoyed. 

She honestly didn’t want to suspect them, but Lucas had said so. She couldn't deceive herself any 

longer. 

She wouldn’t let go of the rat once she had found them out. 

“I’ll check on them carefully,” she said. 

“Ehn. You’d better be with Edison recently. I’m more rest assured if he is with you.” 

Upon hearing his reminder, Michele asked, “I’m in such a situation now. Lucas, can’t you be with me 

instead?” 

“I have a family now. Besides, I’m looking for a suitable renal source for Yasmeen. I can’t let her live on 

with a single kidney. It’s not fair for her.” 

A trace of tenderness flashed through Lucas’s eyes. 

Michele knew that she couldn’t keep Lucas staying. Although she was reluctant, she had to accept to 

give up and bless after growing up. 

“Lucas, I wish you and Yasmeen happy forever. You guys must be well, so I can believe there’s still true 

love in this world.” 

welled up 

are you talking about? Isn’t there 



Although my father treats my mother pretty well over the years, I know there’s still a knot in my 

mother’s heart that she couldn’t overcome. The perfect love should be deep love 

I’m sure 

and added, “You must 

“Okay.” 

had a sharp pang 

They could hardly meet each other again in the future. She felt as 

tired. Lucas, I want 

in the military region anymore, you can contact me if you need any help 

“Sure, I will.” 

could see the tears in her 

course, Lucas could tell how upset Michele 

sometimes he had to be determined 

trouble for them both. Besides, he 

out of the ward 

bottom lip and cried in silence. However, she knew that she had no right to stop this man any 

Lucas came out, but Edison was at the door. Evidently, he had heard Lucas’s words just 

in sadness, “Boss, you don’t have to do that. As long as you want to come back, you are always 

want to come back 

Lucas’s answer shocked Edison. 

most? Isn’t your dream and ambition are all in the military?” Edison 

will change along with the changes of the time and environment. Edison, we’ve all grown up. Many 

people will depart at the intersections. I have my own path 

last words made 

can’t get used to the 

Time is the best and the most heartless thing. Please treat yourself and Michele well. Although I always 

consider Michele my younger sister, I don’t want you to aggrieve yourself too much. If Michele truly 

doesn’t have a crush on you 

reminder, Edison smiled 

years. Why didn’t you change 

Lucas was rendered speechless. 



Don't Try to Escape, My Wife! 

Chapter 1796: You’ve Underestimated Me 

Edison immediately came back to his senses and looked away. He whispered, “I know you don’t have a 

crush on me. You like Boss, but Boss doesn’t love you. If you want to try to forget him, I can accompany 

you.” 

“OK,” blurted Michele. 

Edison was taken aback. 

“What did you say?” 

The happiness came so suddenly. He thought he had misheard something, so he wanted to confirm. 

Michele suddenly thought that Edison was quite adorable. 

It turned out that once she switched her focus, she could find another man’s advantages as well. 

Michele felt much better. 

With a smile, she said, “I said we can try to see each other first. But I can’t guarantee I can forget Lucas 

in a short time. Probably I can’t forget him all my life. Don’t you mind?” 

“No, I don’t.” 

Edison felt it was his lucky day indeed. 

As long as Michele could consider him, he didn’t mind being a fish in her candidate pool. 

Looking at how delighted Edison was, Michele felt a bit frustrated. 

It turned out that unconsciously, she had already aggrieved Edison so much. 

“I’m sorry, Edison. From now on, I’ll try you well.” 

Upon hearing her promise, Edison felt pretty touched. He whispered, “Who knows what will happen in 

the future? As long as you give me this chance, it’s already good. Let’s just wait and see what happens 

next.” 

“Okay. I agree.” 

Instantly, the ward was as warm as the spring. 

Lucas, however, didn’t know what happened between them. Out of the hospital, he directly came to the 

grocery store where he had bought the fruits earlier. Looking at the pretty strawberries, he recalled 

Yasmeen said she liked strawberries. He smiled. 

“Excuse me, I want to have two and a half kilos strawberries.” 

“Okay.” 

owner immediately 

back to the hotel. Then he 



other side, Yasmeen went to her private hospital. Sure enough, she directly asked 

Yasmeen, I can’t fill out the form without checking up on you. I’m afraid you should go through the 

procedure. Then I can fill out the 

Yasmeen frowned instantly. 

go 

“Yeah. I’m afraid so.” 

fears in his 

Brent. Upon hearing it, she had to go through the checkup 

after she was gone, feeling that he almost broke 

had risked the future of his career life. He wished that Joseph could appreciate 

Brent quickly operated. 

check was done, Lucas 

immunity was low, and so was 

had seldom got sick in the past, but she 

Lucas felt quite upset. 

frowned when reading 

condition isn’t good. She’s been like this right after the kidney transplant. I’m afraid she can’t live long 

I need 

the only one that 

said, “All right. I’ll look for the renal source for you after I 

“Okay.” 

Lucas was finally relieved. 

directly burned the report 

an 

slightly frowned. However, he quickly 

his intuition told him 

he didn’t hear Lucas speak 

finally, Julian failed 

“Ehn. Julian Humfrey.” 



was 

frustrated, but he admired Lucas a bit. He said in a low voice, “You are so brilliant. You’ve found my men 

be more capable of cutting off your head as long as you dare to have many flaws, and let 

Lucas was quite arrogant. 

Yasmeen Shaw had hidden from you? You might now 

childish tricks. You’ve underestimated me. I even don’t have the mood to consider you as my 

Chapter 1797: I’ll Always Be There 

“I love you so much, Lucas!” Yasmeen naturally confessed her love. 

A trace of warmth flashed through Lucas’s eyes. In a hurry, he reached out and held her butt. He said 

with a smile, “Just because of those strawberries?” 

“Of course not. You truly surprised me. I’ve never known you could be so romantic. I thought...” 

“You thought I couldn’t do anything except for holding the gun and operating the computer, didn’t 

you?” 

Yasmeen nodded. 

“Silly girl!” Lucas said. 

Yasmeen was truly silly. 

For a man who didn’t accept her, she was willing to donate her organ. Probably, Yasmeen was the only 

silly woman in this world. 

Lucas directly turned around and trapped her between his chest and the wall. His hot body and gaze 

made Yasmeen realize she seemed to hit on him. 

“You... Put me down, Lucas!” 

“I thought you would do something to appreciate me.” 

Lucas smiled. 

Yasmeen blushed. However, she remembered that Lucas said he would save everything for their 

wedding night, so she boldly put her hands under the hemline of Lucas’s shirt and reached in. 

She felt his charming abs right away. 

“Mr. Green, do you think I’m a coward?” 

“Please go ahead.” 

Lucas didn’t stop her this time. 

Yasmeen was slightly taken aback. She was in a dilemma now as she couldn’t retreat immediately. 

Her soft hands continued wandering on Lucas’s body. 



Lucas’s eyes darkened. The storms in his eyes almost overwhelmed her. 

felt a bit 

thin lips found the 

by the happiness. The great tenderness between lovers kept 

and 

to swallow something. Yasmeen didn’t overthink. She thought it might 

of that, Yasmeen blushed more, 

for 

he would do something else to her in 

into a smile, but she saw more and more black. In the end, she fell into a bottomless abyss. She wanted 

to catch something, but her hand 

tone, “Sleep, Yasmeen. 

gradually. Then she 

the passion in his 

and tidied up her messy hair. Looking at her charming 

decided to 

bent over and pecked on her forehead. 

he directly 

out, he was hesitant with a complicated look in his 

what you’re going 

“Yeah.” 

Lucas nodded. 

for him, 

precious baby of Steven 

But that’s what I should be responsible for, right? After I’m gone, I hope you 

She’ll be 

hearing Morty’s promise, Lucas nodded and walked 

for him outside 

“Good day, Mr. Green.” 



Country Y,” said 

Ashley on 

City. I’ll fly over to visit Uncle Steven and 

stay, although she almost boarded 

her, nothing else would be more 

eyes and had a rest while 

was more complicated, and things that he needed to face were more dangerous. However, he didn’t 

care. He had absolute confidence to deal with all 

against 

Chapter 1798: Stop Your Wishful Thinking 

Brenda was taken aback and then understood what Lucas meant. 

“Mr. Green, do you want me to protect Ms. Shaw?” 

“Ehn. She’s been a bit fragile recently. Please don’t let her get into any fight. After sending me to 

Country Y, please fly back immediately. Then you should guard her all the time, protecting her from 

others. Even the person who wants to approach her is working for Uncle Morty. You need to identify 

them first carefully.” 

Lucas felt quite uneasy. 

Julian had suffered such a significant loss, so Lucas didn’t think he would let go of it so easily. 

Morty was on-guard, but Julian had used online hypnosis on Michele. Lucas thought that Julian might 

have other dirty tricks. 

It would always be good to take precautions. Lucas didn’t want anything to happen to Yasmeen. 

Brenda suddenly felt a heavy burden on her shoulders. 

“Are there any problems?” asked Lucas. 

“No.” 

She knew that Lucas asked her to do it because she was a girl, so it would be more convenient for her to 

take care of Yasmeen for twenty-four hours. However, Brenda knew the mission wasn’t so easy to 

accomplish. 

Since Lucas gave her such a chance, Brenda would grasp it. 

“Thank you, Mr. Green,” she said. 

“Work hard. Your enemies shouldn’t come to you for the time being. If they did, I would be with you. 

Nobody could hurt you.” 

“Okay, Mr. Green.” 



Tears welled up in Brenda’s eyes. 

She was always frightened back then, afraid that others would know she was a girl. There were female 

employees in the Green family, but the assistants and bodyguards of the masters and young masters 

were basically all males. 

Brenda didn’t want to be a bodyguard only but also accumulate some business skills. 

She aimed to take back the things that initially belonged to her and her other. 

Right now, Lucas could give her such a chance. Brenda was overjoyed. 

flew to 

glance at Brenda deeply. He said, “Remember. I will keep my promise to you. Since you trusted me, you 

must always trust me. You’d better be able to 

“Yes, Mr. Green.” 

nodded and 

her go far, Lucas frowned deeply. He 

sleeping pill developed by Joseph, so he wasn’t 

Yasmeen when kissing, he wasn’t sure what she 

up his lips into 

“Hello, Lucas?” 

heard a crisp 

there in a white dress. Although she had 

for picking 

is in a meeting. Mom has an urgent operation. They’ll go back home soon. That’s why I came to 

in Capital 

and gentlemanly, distancing himself from 

with Lucas a lot, so she knew a lot of things about him. Besides, Yasmeen had told her about Lucas 

almost from his childhood to now. When she met Lucas 

made trouble for 

she turned around and pulled the car door 

“Thanks.” 

the passenger seat. The driver started 

If you want her to be quiet for 

hearing Lucas’s words, Jasmine 



and brothers miss her a lot. When will 

already married Lucas, but Lucas felt 

you can 

“What do you mean?” 

were implications in Lucas’s words, but 

they arrived at the palace. Steven had made the arrangement. Jasmine was more like a princess than 

Yasmeen. She arranged everything very 

was shown to his 

Jasmine left. 

two teenage boys, seventeen 

you Lucas Green, my 

right looked cold 

one on the left had an evil smile, looking like Steven when 

boy on 

on the left. 

Don't Try to Escape, My Wife! 

Chapter 1799: I’ll Never Agree 

“What have you done to break my daughter’s heart, and you even don’t dare to let her know?” 

Steven’s eyes became cold. 

Lucas was Samuel’s son, but Steven would also end him if he dared to hurt Yasmeen. 

In the past, Steven experienced lives in both legal and underworld means. Usually, seldom people could 

stand his strong temperament, but Lucas stood upright and looked into his eyes. He said, “Let’s wait 

until Aunt Ashley comes back. Probably, you should call all the members of the Bradford family out. I can 

tell them all at the same time. Otherwise, they would delay the time for me to marry Yasmeen.” 

“You’ve done something to break my daughter’s heart, but you still want to marry my daughter. Lucas 

Green, dream on.” 

Steven’s was angrier. 

Finally, Ashley came back. Steven calmed down a bit. 

“I could hear you shouting before entering the house. Steve, you’d better pay attention to your identity 

now. You are the lord of a country, not a gangster leader.” 

Ashley glared at Steven in anger, and the latter quieted down immediately. 



Lucas watched them without speaking. All the men had different ways to spoil their wives. He didn’t 

need to remark on his future parents-in-law. 

Ashley sat down next to Steven. Casting a glance at Lucas’s straightened back, Ashley thought about his 

tone on the phone. She asked, “You didn’t bring Yasmeen back. Do you truly think we’ll allow you to 

marry Yasmeen?” 

“She’s the only woman I want to marry,” answered Lucas. 

“Oops. Now you said that. When our Yasmeen chased after you and fawned on you back then, why 

didn’t you say so?” 

Since Ashley came in, Steven kept silent, letting her speak. 

Honestly speaking, Steven preferred to deal with the matter violently. 

I didn’t understand what love was. Now I know how to 

Ashley frowned. 

didn’t 

up in the military since childhood, immersing in the center of power for many years. If he 

Yasmeen was quite careless and worry-free. If Lucas treated her well, it would be fine. If not, Ashley was 

afraid that 

expect to 

a low voice, “I disagree with 

it, I can give you a promise. I swear with my moral quality and life. I will treat Yasmeen wholeheartedly 

and never betray 

didn’t have any feelings, but Steven was a little 

don’t we give him a 

glance and said in a cold tone, “Don’t you miss your daughter? Who was the one urging to take Yasmeen 

back? Think about it. Lucas lives in Capital City, Country Z. In the future, 

Country Y,” said Lucas 

came in with Norman and Patrick. When they 

Yasmeen coming back soon?” 

and 

pulled her brothers to 

it was a good idea. If that was possible, he wouldn’t mind letting Lucas stay in their house. However, 

falling in love with Lucas, Samuel’s 

realized that he 



wanted to teach Lucas a lesson, he must think 

love anyone from the Cawker or the 

children 

Steven in disdain and said 

impact my friendships with my best 

be so bossy to involve in your children’s personal lives? Do you think there would be 

Don't Try to Escape, My Wife! 

Chapter 1800: Why Did You Do That? 

Ashley also looked at Lucas in anger. However, she was more rational. She took a look at the three men 

and gazed at Lucas coldly. “You accept her because she had donated a kidney to you, didn’t you?” 

A mother knew her daughter the most. 

Yasmeen had made such a decision by herself and hidden it from Lucas. Hence, Ashley knew that 

Yasmeen didn’t want to bind down Lucas because of her kindness. 

Now, Lucas had known it and wanted to marry Yasmeen. Ashley felt quite frustrated. 

On the one hand, she felt so sorry for her daughter and blamed her for being silly. On the other hand, 

she was shocked by her daughter’s braveness. 

Ashley had seen girls who could do anything bravely for their love. However, she had never expected 

such a matter would happen to her own daughter. 

Lucas paused a bit. He knew that everyone was gazing at him angrily. Once he had said or done 

something inappropriately, he could end up miserably. However, he answered honestly, “Yes, that’s 

true. I felt shocked and moved after knowing this matter. A girl can risk her life to love me. If I missed 

her, it would be my life regret.” 

“Hence, you are only grateful for her instead of loving her.” 

Ashley’s eyes darkened. 

“Lucas Green, my daughter can find someone who loves her easily. If you want to marry her not because 

of love, you should get out of here. Even she has donated a kidney to you. You can take it as the 

approval of the friendship between the Bradford and Green families.” 

“No, I won’t go!” 

Lucas panicked instantly. 

Looking at Ashley and Steven, he said, stressing each syllable, “Uncle Steven, Aunt Ashley, I know what 

you are thinking now. I also know what’s in Yasmeen’s mind. I have to admit that I was quite shocked by 

this matter, so I was touched for a long time. Isn’t being moved part of the love? Because of this matter, 

I looked back and found that except Yasmeen and Michele, I couldn’t bear to have another woman 

around me in the past. I understood my love for Michele was only the family affection between a 



brother and a sister. However, Yasmeen could make my heart skip a beat, and I have the desire to spend 

the rest of my life with her. I’m not sure if it’s love, but Yasmeen is like the wind, the air, and the water. 

She has become part of my life and occupied my heart gradually in the past years.” 

Ashley frowned without speaking. 

She looked into Lucas’s eyes carefully, only to find them twinkling. 

If Lucas was lying, his eyes could rat him out. 
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